In this paper we review recent results about normal forms of systems of analytic differential equations near a fixed point.
Introduction
Let us start with a very elementary example. In order to study the iterates of a square complex matrix A of C n , that is the orbits {A k x} k∈N for x ∈ C n near the fixed point 0, it is very convenient to transform, with the help of a linear change of coordinates P , the matrix A into a Jordan matrix J = S + N , with S a diagonal matrix, N an upper triangular nilpotent matrix commuting with S: P AP −1 = S + N . Using the (block diagonal) structure of S + N , it is easy to study its iterates. Since A k = P −1 J k P , we have A n x = P −1 (J n y) where x = P −1 y. We thus obtain all information needed for the study of the iterates of A.
If we consider a vector field (or a system of differential equations) near a point where it does not vanish, then the 'flow box' theorem shows that the vector field can be smoothly straightened to a constant vector field. One of the great ideas of Poincaré was to try to proceed in the same way for vector fields near a fixed point. Is it possible to transform a given vector field X, vanishing at the origin of R n (respectively C n ), into a 'simpler' one with the help of a local diffeomorphism near the origin which maps the origin to itself? The group of germs of C k (respectively holomorphic, formal) diffeomorphisms at 0 ∈ C n and tangent to I d C n at the origin, acts on the space of germs of holomorphic (respectively formal) vector fields at 0 ∈ C n by conjugacy: if X is any representative of a germ of vector field X, and φ is any representative of a germ of diffeomorphism Φ, then Φ * X is the germ of vector field defined by the flow of the linear vector field DX(0)y is easy to study. Nevertheless, this cannot be the case unless we are able to pull-back the information byˆ , and this requires some 'regularity' conditions onˆ . Is there a C k (respectively smooth) linearizing diffeomorphism? When we are working in the analytic category, this regularity condition should be thatˆ is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of the origin. What happens in this situation?
These ideas have been widely developed by Arnol'd and his school. Our main reference for this topic is the great book by Arnol'd [Arn88a] . We refer also to [AA88] which contains a lot of references on this topic.
In the second section we will review recent results about holomorphic vector fields having a nonzero linear part at the fixed point. In the last section we will present a brand new normal form theory relative to holomorphic vector fields having a 'quasihomogeneous principal part' at the fixed point.
Vector fields and differential equations
Let us consider a germ of vector field X at a point p: in a coordinate chart at p, it can be written X(z) = n i=1 X i (z)(∂/∂z i ). It is equivalent to considering the system of autonomous differential equations:
The Lie derivative of a germ of function f along the vector field X is the germ of function
∂f ∂z i (z). 
It will also be denoted by X(f ). We will denote by [X, Y ] the

Normal form of systems of differential equations with a nonzero linear part
In this section, we will assume that the linear part of X at the origin is semi-simple:
is a nonzero diagonal vector field. If Q = (q 1 , . . . , q n ) ∈ N n , we will write (Q, λ) := 
Proposition 2.1 (Poincaré-Dulac normal form). Let X = S + R 2 be a nonlinear perturbation of the linear vector field S (R 2 is of order 2 at the origin). Then there exists a formal change of coordinatesˆ tangent to the identity such that
Therefore, such an elementary vector field commutes with S if and only if
This is called a resonance relation and x Q (∂/∂x i ) the associated resonant vector field. Therefore, the formal normal form proposition can be rephrased as: there exists a formal diffeomorphismˆ (which is not unique in general) such that
where the sum is over the multiintegers Q ∈ N n , |Q| 2 and the index i which satisfies to (Q, λ) = λ i and where the a i,Q 's are complex numbers. 
for some holomorphic functions f, g vanishing at first order at the origin. It is clear that the only solutions of the resonance relation q 1 λ 1 +q 2 λ 2 = λ 1 (respectively q 1 λ 1 +q 2 λ 2 = λ 2 ) are of the form q 1 = q 2 + 1 (respectively q 2 = q 1 + 1). 
whereF ,Ĝ are formal power series whose values at 0 is 1.
We will focus on (germs of) holomorphic vector fields in a neighbourhood of the origin, a fixed point. One of the main issues is the existence of a holomorphic transformation in a neighbourhood of the origin to a normal form. The lack of existence is due to two main sources of problems (a) Infinite number of resonances: equations (Q, λ) = λ i have an infinite number of solutions as in example 2.3. This will induce generally a Gevrey character (b) Small divisors: the nonzero numbers (Q, λ) − λ i can accumulate the origin too rapidly. In example 2.2, if ζ is a Liouville number, then the vector field might not be holomorphically linearizable.
Alexander Brjuno was one of the first to give sufficient conditions ensuring the existence of a holomorphic transformation to a normal form. When these conditions are not satisfied what can be said? It might happen that the vector field to study belongs to a 'large enough' family of commuting vector fields sharing some nice properties. The existence of these 'symmetries' may help to transform simultaneously and holomorphically the members of the family into a normal form. This is the singular complete integrability phenomenon. As we shall see, vector fields which are suitable perturbations of these completely integrable systems have a lot of analytic invariant sets (or manifolds) in a neighbourhood of the origin. This is the singular KAM theory. If the vector field is not of this type, then it might happen that it admits a holomorphic transformation not in a full neighbourhood of the origin but rather in some 'sectorial domain' of the form α < arg(x r ) < β in a neighbourhood of the origin for some monomial x r . This is the sectorial normalization.
Singular complete integrability
The main progress in the holomorphic conjugacy to a normal formal problem is due to Brjuno who gave sufficient conditions that ensure that there is a convergent normalizing transformation to a normal form. These conditions are of two different types. The first one is a condition (ω) about the rate of accumulation to zero of the small divisors of the linear part (see below). The second one is linked to the nonlinearities of the perturbation we are considering. It is a condition about a formal normal form of the perturbation.
The aim of this section is to present recent results about holomorphic normalization of vector fields with semi-simple linear parts. We refer to our recent lecture notes [Sto08] devoted to these questions or to the original papers [Sto00, Sto05b] for more details.
We shall say that S = n i=1 λ i x i (∂/∂x i ) satisfies the Brjuno diophantine condition:
It is weaker than Siegel condition: there exists c, τ > 0 such that
Theorem 2.4 (Bruno [Bru72] ). Let X = S + R be a holomorphic vector field as above. We assume that S satisfies the Bruno condition (ω). If X has a formal normal form of the form a.S for some formal power seriesâ (withâ(0) = 1), then X is holomorphically normalizable.
In example 2.3, there are no small divisors (i.e. there exists > 0 such that for all k, ω k > ) so that (ω) holds. The Brjuno theorem then says that ifF (XY ) =Ĝ(XY ) in the normal form (3), then there is a holomorphic transformation to a normal form.
What happens if these conditions are not satisfied? It might happen that there are other vector fields of the same type, 'independent' of each other and commuting pairwise and the family of these vector fields might be transformed simultaneously into a normal form by a holomorphic transformation. Jacques Vey has proved a couple of theorems in this direction: 
Then, X 1 , . . . , X n−1 are holomorphically and simultaneously normalizable.
The second one [Vey78] (generalized by Ito [Ito89] and by Zung [Zun05] ) is a similar statement but with n Hamiltonian vector fields in C 2n instead. The main differences between these results and Brjuno theorem are the following.
(a) There is apparently no diophantine condition. (b) There is no assumption on the formal normal form but rather a geometrical assumption.
We were able to give a general result about normalization of a commutative family of holomorphic vector fields vanishing at the same point that unifies both Vey's and Brjuno's theorems. Here is the framework: let us consider the family S = {S 1 , . . . , S l }, l n, of linearly independent linear diagonal vector fields
This means that if 
Definition 2.6. We shall say that S is diophantine if
We can show that this condition can be satisfied while none of the S i 's satisfy the Brjuno condition. Let X 1 n S (respectively O n S ) be the formal centralizer of S (respectively the ring of formal first integrals), that is the set of formal vector fields X (respectively formal power
. . , X l } be a family of germs of commuting vector fields at the origin such that the linear part of X i is S i ; that is [X i , X j ] = 0 for all i, j . We shall call X a nonlinear deformation of S. Definition 2.7. We shall say that a nonlinear deformation X of S is a normal form (with respect to S) if 
where
Theorem 2.9 (Stolovitch [Sto00]). Under the above assumptions, if S is diophantine, then any formally completely integrable nonlinear deformation of S is holomorphically normalizable.
This means that there exists a genuine germ of biholomorphism : (C n , 0) → (C n , 0) tangent to the identity at 0 which conjugates the family X to a normal form of the type
where the a i,j 's are germs of holomorphic invariant functions, i.e. they belong to O S n . Remark 2.10. The theorem does not say that neitherˆ nor theâ i,j 's converge but rather that there is another normalizing diffeomorphism that converges.
Remark 2.11. One way to use this theorem is to have 'a magic word in hand' (such as Hamiltonian, volume preserving and reversible) that will imply that the formal normal form is formally completely integrable using a formal transformation preserving an associated geometric structure P (this comes from the data of the problem that one wants to solve). Then one applies the theorem to obtain one germ φ of holomorphic transformation to a normal form. Then, following Vey's argument [Vey79, section 4], one shows that we can slightly perturb it by a germ of resonant holomorphic diffeomorphism ψ so that not only ψ • φ still conjugates the vector field to a normal form but it also preserves the geometric structure P .
Remark 2.12. We can show that Vey theorems are corollaries of theorem 2.9: first of all, the geometric property implies that the nonlinear family is formally completely integrable. On the other hand, we can show that the family of linear parts is automatically diophantine.
Let us give a geometrical interpretation of theorem 2.9. First of all, we can show that if the ring of invariants O S n is not reduced to constants, then there exists a finite number of monomials
. For instance, in the volume preserving case, we have p = 1 and x R 1 := x 1 · · · x n . For simplicity, we will assume that the monomials
. By definition, the linear vector fields S 1 , . . . , S l are tangent and independent on each fibre π −1 (b) of π ; the latter is called a toric variety. Note that we must have l n − s. Now, we come to the nonlinear deformation. Let
..,l be a family of pairwise commuting germs of holomorphic vector fields. Let us assume that it is formally completely integrable. Then, according to our result, there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in C n and a holomorphic diffeomorphism on U such that, in the new coordinate system, the vector fields * X 1 , . . . , * X l are commuting linear diagonal vector fields on each fibre restricted to U and their eigenvalues depend only on the fibre. Indeed, in these new coordinates, we have
n . By definition, these S i 's are all tangent to the fibers of π. As a consequence, the * X i 's are all tangent to the fibers of π . On each fibre, the functions a i,j are constant so that each * X i reads as a linear diagonal vector field, that is a The 'smoothing' effect of the existence of a large centralizer was known for smooth linearization problems [DR80, Cha86] . In the analytic context, Jürgen Moser used a Siegel type diophantine condition for a family of rotations in the study of commuting diffeomorphisms of the circle [Mos90] .
Singular KAM theory
With respect to what has already been said, the natural question one may ask is the following: starting from a holomorphic singular completely integrable system in a neighbourhood of the origin of C n (a common fixed point), we consider a holomorphic perturbation (in some sense) of one of its vector fields. Does this perturbation still have invariant varieties in some neighbourhood of the origin? Are these varieties biholomorphic to resonant varieties? To which vector field on a resonant variety does the biholomorphism conjugate the restriction of the perturbation to an invariant variety? Is there a 'big set' of surviving invariant varieties?
The aim of [Sto05a] is to answer these questions. Let us give a taste of what it is all about. Let S 1 . . . , S l be a collection of linear diagonal vector fields on C n as above. Let X 0 be a nondegenerate singular integrable vector field (in the sense of Rüssmann). We mean that X 0 is of the form
where the a j 's are polynomials and the range of the map (a 1 , . . . , a l ) from (C n , 0) to (C l , 0) is not included in any complex hyperplane. This is our unperturbed motion.
Then, we consider a small holomorphic perturbation X of X 0 . Let us set X = X 0 + R m 0 where R m 0 is a germ of holomorphic vector field at the origin and of order greater than or equal to m 0 at that point. One of the difficulties is that, contrary to the classical KAM theory of Hamiltonians, there are no natural actions-angles coordinates to play with. Nevertheless, we shall construct something similar: we add new variables u 1 , . . . , u p which correspond to the resonant monomials x R 1 , . . . , x R p . These are the 'slow variables'. With the holomorphic vector field X in (C n , 0), we shall associate a holomorphic vector fieldX in (C n+p , 0) where the coordinate along ∂/∂u j is the Lie derivative of the resonant monomial x R j along X. This vector field is tangent to the variety
and its restriction to it is nothing but X. We shall say thatX is fibred over X. We shall conjugatẽ X by germs of diffeomorphisms which preserve the variety . Such a germ will be built in the following way: let (x, u) := {y = x + U(x, u)} be a family of germs of biholomorphisms of (C n , 0), tangent to the identity at the origin and parametrized over an open set U. Let us set
The latter is a germ of diffeomorphism at (0, b) and tangent to the identity at this point, for any b. It leaves invariant. We shall say the˜ is fibred over . We shall define the notion of Lindstedt-Poincaré normal form ofX of order k as follows: there exists a fibred diffeomorphism˜ k such that
where the restriction of the Lie bracket to
and where R k+1 is of order greater than or equal to k + 1 with respect to y and r vanishes on . Moreover, we shall choose NF k (v, y) in such a way that any occurrence of y R i has been replaced by
If we were dealing with an integrable symplectic vector field X 0 , we would require the perturbation to be also symplectic. The analogue in our general setting is an assumption on the Lindstedt-Poincaré normal form of X (compare with the previous section where the geometric assumptions in the Vey results were replaced by an algebraic assumption on a formal normal form). Namely, we require that
We shall write
Hence, the Lindstedt-Poincaré normal form reads
A perturbation X of X 0 which has a Lindstedt-Poincaré normal form of this type for any k will be called good perturbation of X 0 . In this case, by applying an infinite sequence of change of variables, we would find a formal diffeomorphism with coefficient defined in some set K ∞ in C p such that
By restricting to , that is by setting v j = y R j , we would obtain
This means that, for any b ∈ K ∞ , the toric variety ∩ j {y ∈ C n | v j = b j = y R j } would be invariant and that the motion on it would be a linear motion
The main goal of [Sto05a] is to give a real meaning of the previous formal scheme and to show that indeed there are a lot of invariant manifolds. Let us be more precise.
Let ω = {ω k } k∈N * be a sequence of positive numbers such that
Such a sequence will be called a diophantine sequence. Let ρ be a sufficiently small positive number less than 1/2. Let K be a nonvoid compact set of π (D n (0, ρ) ). Let γ be a positive real number and less than some γ . We define the decreasing sequence {K k (X, K, ω, γ )} k∈N of compact sets of π(D n (0, ρ)) as follows:
where λ 
As a consequence, the perturbation X is tangent to the toroidal analytic subset V b ; its restriction to it is conjugate to the restriction to the toric analytic subset π
This theorem says that X has an invariant manifold 'of the form x R 1 = b 1 , . . . , x R p = b p ' with a linear motion on it whenever b ∈ K ∞ unless K ∞ is void. We shall give a sufficient condition which ensures that it is not the case (figure 2).
Definition 2.14. Let ω = {ω k } k 1 be a diophantine sequence and µ 0 be a positive integer. We shall say that S is strictly diophantine relatively to (ω, µ 0 ) if Hence, there are a lot of invariant manifolds. The definition of strict diophantiness is derived from Rüssmann's work on KAM theory in the symplectic case [Rüs01] from which the previous theorem is an adaptation.
Let U be a connected open set on C n , f : U → C l a nondegenerate holomorphic map and K ⊂ U a nonvoid compact set. Let S l denote the unit sphere. Let us set 
Example 2.16 (Hamiltonian vector fields). Let us give a taste of how we can recover the 'classical' KAM theory with genuine real tori. Let us consider a real analytic Hamiltonian H in a neighbourhood of the origin in R 2n which is a perturbation of a nondegenerate integrable Hamiltonian h 0 . We assume that
H (x, y) = N 0 l=1 n i=1 µ i,l (x 2 i + y 2 i ) l + h M 0 +1 (x, y) = h 0 + h M 0 +1 (x,G(z, w) = N 0 l=1 n i=1 µ i,l (z i w i ) l +h M 0 +1 (z, w) =: H 0 +h M 0 +1 (z, w).
We recoverH (or H ) by restricting G to the set
n i=1 {w i =z i }.
Let us consider the family S := {S 1 , . . . , S n }, where S i = z i (∂/∂z i ) − w i (∂/∂w i ). We can show that there exists a positive such that for all k, ω k (S)
. [Bry88] 
The ring of invariants of S is O
S 2n = C[[z 1 w 1 , . . . ,
for Poincaré-Dualce normal form), if one chooses a set of real constants, the Hamiltonian vector field will have invariant (real) analytic subsets analytically isomorphic to the intersection of a fixed polydisc with
n i=1 {w i z i = c i } n i=1 {w i =z i } = n i=1 {z izi = x 2 i + y 2 i = c i } for
. , S n−1 } where S i = x i (∂/∂x i ) − x i+1 (∂/∂x i+1 ). We can show that there exists a positive such that for all k, ω k (S)
.
The ring of invariants of S is defined to be O
S n = C[[x 1 · · · x n ]]
. Since the vector field X is volume preserving, then using a volume preserving change of coordinates, we can show that its Lindstedt-Poincaré normal form of order any order m is of the form
Therefore, we can apply our result: X has invariant analytic subsets which are biholomorphic to to the intersection of a fixed polydisc with
for some well chosen constants c i . Hence, the invariant manifolds to be expected are not tori at all!
Sectorial normalization
Let us start with an example.
Example 2.18. Let us consider the two-dimensional systeṁ
There is a unique formal change of variables x = X, y = Y +ψ(X) that transforms the previous system into its normal forṁ 
This normal form does not satisfy the Brjuno condition since it is not proportional to the linear partẋ = 0,ẏ = y (and there is no small divisor). We can show that
where l ∈ N. Then, we consider nonlinear perturbations of S for which x r is not a first integral of a formal normal form. For instance, we can consider higher order perturbations oḟ
where r 1 α 1 + · · · + r n α n = 0. In this situation, we show that the transformation to a normal form is a divergent series with respect to the monomial x r . Nevertheless, we can prove the existence of a holomorphic transformation to a normal form in a sectorial domain of the form {α < arg x r < β}. Recently, the interplay between these 'Stokes phenomena' and small divisors phenomena have been investigated by Braaksma and Stolovitch [BS07] .
Normal form of perturbation of quasihomogeneous vector fields
In this section, we shall focus on vector fields which are degenerate and which may not have a nonzero linear part at the origin.
We shall be given a 'reference' polynomial vector field S to which we would like to compare a suitable perturbation of it. This means that we would like to know if some of the geometric or dynamical properties of the model can survive for the perturbation. For instance, the model S 1 = y(∂/∂x) and S 2 = y(∂/∂x) + x 2 (∂/∂y) are quite different although they have the same linear part at the origin of C 2 . In fact, for S 1 , each point of {y = 0} is fixed, whereas the set {2x 3 − 3y 2 = 0} is globally invariant by S 2 . Our framework is the following: the unperturbed vector field S is quasihomogeneous with respect to some weight p = (p 1 , . We then consider a germ of holomorphic vector field X which is a good perturbation of a quasihomogeneous vector field S, which means that the smallest quasidegree of nonzero terms in the Taylor expansion of X − S is greater than s. In the homogeneous case (p = (1, . . . , 1) ), a linear vector field S is quasihomogeneous of degree 0 and a good perturbation is a nonlinear perturbation of S (i.e. the order at 0 of the components of X − S is greater then equal to 2).
We develop a normal form theory for these objects. As we have seen, the formal normal form theory of vector fields which are nonlinear perturbations of a semi-simple (respectively nilpotent, general) linear vector field is well known (respectively [CS86, Bel79, Mur03]), It is much more difficult to handle the problem when the vector field does not have a nonzero linear part. We define a 'diophantine condition' on the quasihomogeneous initial part S which ensures that if such a perturbation of S is formally conjugate to S then it is also holomorphically conjugate to it. We give a condition on S that ensures that there always exists a holomorphic transformation to a normal form. If this condition is not satisfied, we also show that under some reasonable assumptions, each perturbation of S admits a Gevrey formal normalizing transformation. Finally, we give an exponentially good approximation by a partial normal form. All these results can be found in [LS09b] and were announced in [LS09a] .
Quasihomogeneous polynomials and vector fields
n be fixed such that the largest common divisor of its components p 1 ∧ · · · ∧ p n is equal to 1. Let n 2 be an integer. The elements of the set
are called the quasidegree. For δ ∈ , we shall denote by P δ the vector space of pquasihomogeneous polynomials of degree δ. If δ ∈ , we set P δ := {0}. Hence, for any δ ∈ N,
is quasihomogeneous of quasidegree δ 0 if, for each 1 i n, X i is belongs to P δ+p i . For δ ∈˜ , we shall denote by H δ the complex vector space of p-quasihomogeneous polynomials of quasidegree δ. If δ ∈˜ , we shall set H δ := {0}. The set of quasidegree of the vector fields is defined to bẽ
First of all, we shall define a special Hermitian product ., . p,δ on each space H δ of quasihomogeneous vector fields of quasidegree δ. Its main property is that the associated norm of a product is less than or equal to the product of the norm. Let us set
We shall set (R!) p := (r 1 !) p 1 · · · (r n !) p n and let |.| p be the associated norm. If p = (1, . . . , 1) (i.e. in the homogeneous case), this is the Fischer scalar product [Sha89, Fis17, IL05] Let
For a quasihomogeneous vector field of degree delta δ ∈˜ we define the associated Hermitian product and norm given by
One of the main features of these Hermitian products is its good behaviour with respect to the product. More precisely, we have the following proposition. Proposition 3.1 (submultiplicativity of the norms).
(a) Let f, g be p-quasihomogeneous polynomials of δ, δ , respectively. Then,
(b) For a formal power series f , the following properties are equivalent:
In the homogeneous case, the first point is due to Iooss and Lombardi [IL05, lemma A.8], while the second one is due to Shapiro [Sha89, lemma 1].
Normal forms of their perturbations
Let S be a quasihomogeneous vector field of C n of quasidegree s (with respect to p which is fixed once for all). We are interested in suitable holomorphic perturbations of S.
Definition 3.2. Let X be a germ of holomorphic vector field at the origin of C n . We shall say that X is a good perturbation of S if the Taylor expansion of X −S at the origin is of quasiorder greater than s.
Remark 3.3. If one is given a vector field, it might not be obvious how to choose the weight p. It really depends on the dynamics one would like to compare to. Furthermore, it might be helpful to consider parameters as variables with weights. For instance, let us consider the weight p = (1, 2, 3, 2, 2) associated with the variables ( , α, β, z,z) . Consider the following five-dimensional differential system:
The number assigned to each column is the quasidegree of the vector field relative to the weight p. It represents a normal form S + N 1 + N 2 of quasidegree 2 of a perturbation of a rotation S = iωz(∂/∂z) − iωz(∂/∂z) which has homocline orbits to circles (this problem was studied in [IL04] ). If instead we chose p = (1, 1, 2, 1, 1), then
The dynamical properties of the part a 0-quasidegree is quite different.
Let us consider the cohomological operator: 
and where H >α is of quasiorder > α.
Therefore, there exists a formal diffeomorphismˆ tangent to the identity which conjugate X to a formal normal form; that isˆ * X − S is resonant (i.e. each quasihomogeneous component is resonant). Moreover, there exists a unique normalizing diffeomorphism = Id + U such that U has a zero projection on the kernel of
Proof. Let us give the proof: a basic identification of the quasihomogeneous components for δ ∈˜ with s < δ α in (11) with X = S + R leads to
We get the following hierarchy of cohomological equations in H δ for δ ∈˜ with s < δ α:
where K δ depends only on R, S which are given and on N β and U β−s for s < β < δ. So the hierarchy of equations (13) for s < δ α can be solved by induction starting with the smallest δ ∈˜ greater than s. 
Then, denoting π δ the orthogonal projection onto (ker d * 0 ) ⊥ , the cohomological equation (13) is equivalent to
A similar definition of the normal form of perturbation of homogeneous vector fields was given by Belitskii [Bel79, Bel82] using a different scalar product. Another definition of the normal form of perturbation of quasihomogeneous vector fields was given by Kokubu et al [KOW96] . It is a general scheme that provides a unique normal form. This scheme can be combined with our techniques to provide a unique normal form as well.
The perturbation of a nilpotent linear vector field has been treated by Cushman and Sanders [CS86] using sl 2 -triple representation. Computational aspects with another definition of the normal forms in any dimension was done by Stolovitch [Sto92] . Two-dimensional aspects were initiated by Bogdanov [Bog79] and Takens [Tak74] .
For very particular examples of S in dimension 2, normal forms have been obtained by Basov (see [Bas06] and references therein). When the perturbation of S = y(∂/∂x)+x 2 (∂/∂y) (with p = (2, 3) ) is tangent to the germ of x 2 = y 3 at the origin, then a formal normal form of vector fields tangent to the 'cusp' has been devised by Loray [Lor99] . It is described in terms of a basis of the local algebra of the function x 2 − y 3 . 
We can show that any holomorphic (or formal) perturbation X = S + R of S of quasiorder > 1 (i.e the components of R are of order > 2) admits a formal normal form of the type: 
One of our main results in this direction is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.12 (Lombardi and Stolovitch [LS09b]). If the quasihomogeneous vector field S is diophantine and if the holomorphic good perturbation X is formally conjugate to S, then X is holomorphically conjugate to S.
In the case where S is linear and diagonal (example 3.5), this result reduces to the BrjunoSiegel linearization theorem.
What about holomorphic conjugacy to a normal form if the small divisors happen to be large? By this, we mean that numbers min λ∈Spec( δ )\{0} √ λ may be pushed away to infinity instead of accumulating the origin. In this case, the convergence is helped and we have the following theorem: 
Then, any good holomorphic perturbation X of S is holomorphically conjugate to a normal form.
Example 3.14 (Example 3.5 continued). Assume that the linear diagonal vector field S is in the Poincaré domain. This means that the convex hull of the eigenvalues λ i in the complex plane does not contain the origin [Arn80] . This implies that there exists a positive ε such that for all Q ∈ N n , |Q| 2, we have
Hence, if |Q| is large enough, there exists a positive M such that for all Q ∈ N n , |Q| 2, − (1/2) 9 + 72p + (31 + 12p)n 2 − 30n(1 − 2p) − 10n 3 + n 4 .
We can show that, if n is large enough, there exists a constant M > 0 such that λ − (n, p) > Mn.
We should emphasize that it is not an easy task either to compute or to estimate the behaviour of the spectrum.
In general, it is known that a transformation of a perturbation to a normal form usually diverges in a neighbourhood of the origin. The next theorem formalizes that: there is a normalizing transformation which is at worst a Gevrey power series. We recall that a formal power series Q∈N n f Q x Q is said to be Gevrey of order α if there exist positive constants C, M such that |f Q | MC |Q| (|Q|!) α . We have the following theorem. So, in the homogeneous case, we obtain a (1 + τ )-Gevrey formal normalizing transformation and a (1 + τ )-Gevrey formal normal form as well. In the case of the 'cusp', S = 2y(∂/∂x) + 3x 2 (∂/∂y) a very precise study of this case with sharp estimates of the Gevrey order was done by Canalis-Durand and Schäfke [CDS04] . They even obtained more: they proved the summability of a formal transformation with respect to the first integral y 2 − x 3 of S. Gramchev and Yoshino studied the cohomological equation (i.e. the linearized equation of the conjugacy equation) of a pair of commuting four-dimensional vector fields having linear part with a Jordan block in [YG08] .
We have shown that this Gevrey property can be used in order to obtain an exponentially small approximation of the flow by partial normal form. First of all, we need to define the quasinorm, for x ∈ C n , d p (x) := The subscript qh stands for quasihomogeneous as these norms are adapted to quasihomogeneous objects. 
where (1/b) = τ + (a/δ 0 ).
In the homogeneous case, (1/b) = τ + 1. Hence, in a twisted ball of radius ε, the partial normal form gives an exponentially good approximation of the vector field. This result can be regarded as a Nekhoroshev type theorem.
